
EOS Design System - User
Story Documentation and
Landing Page

Deploying and Documenting User Story containers for
increased user adaptability

About Me
I have been a contributor and a follower of the EOS community for quite a few months
now. I am a frontend engineer at FrontRow and a senior pursuing my bachelor’s in
Computer Science. I am a passionate front-end developer with a deep love for open source
software. I have a knack for solving complex problems and creating aesthetic user
interfaces. What drives me is my curiosity and my eagerness to learn just about anything
and everything that I can. A lot of my previous open-source contributions have been
primarily front-end focussed such as at Facebook open-source (Docusaurus), Mozilla
(Front-End Addons), Mediawiki Foundation (Object-Oriented User Interface library), etc.

My motivation to apply to EOS is the problem being solved by the organization (easing
the process of improving UX) and secondly the problem which is not allowing it to scale
i.e. a lack of community and ease of adaptability. Both of which I’ll try to solve during my
GSoC period and which I’ll outline here.

Email: sarthakkundra21@gmail.com

GitHub: Github profile

Website: Portfolio website

Location: Delhi, India.

Timezone: GMT+5:30 hours (India / IST)

https://frontrow.co.in/
mailto:sarthakkundra21@gmail.com
https://github.com/sarthakkundra
https://www.sarthakkundra.com/
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University: Vellore Institute of Technology, Bhopal

Major: Computer Science and Engineering (CSE)

Degree level: 4th year undergraduate,  BTech. (Bachelor of Technology)

Graduation year: 2022

Code Contribution
Merged PRs :-

1. https://github.com/EOS-uiux-Solutions/eos-icons-landing/pull/88
2. https://github.com/EOS-uiux-Solutions/user-story/pull/158

Pending review :-

1. https://github.com/EOS-uiux-Solutions/eos-icons-landing/pull/132
2. https://github.com/EOS-uiux-Solutions/user-story/pull/231

In progress (Big issues)

1. https://github.com/EOS-uiux-Solutions/eos-icons-landing/issues/130
2. https://github.com/EOS-uiux-Solutions/eos-icons-landing/issues/47

(currently working on)

Abstract
The project will be divided into two parts:-

1. A community website for User Story with a landing page containing highlights
of the same (some can be found here), use-cases, documentation about how to use
it for an individual organization, and all the information regarding the EOS
community (meetings, talks, projects, mentor initiatives, etc.) A good example
will be moja global's community website , this project is built and maintained by me
along with some cool people from moja.

2. Writing documentation about deploying User Story on popular cloud platforms
like Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform, Microsoft Azure (for big
organizations), and Heroku, Vercel for smaller organizations. This step will also
involve a ton of DevRel work to foster a community that can actually start using User
Story and gives us feedback.

https://github.com/EOS-uiux-Solutions/eos-icons-landing/pull/88
https://github.com/EOS-uiux-Solutions/user-story/pull/158
https://github.com/EOS-uiux-Solutions/eos-icons-landing/pull/132
https://github.com/EOS-uiux-Solutions/user-story/pull/231
https://github.com/EOS-uiux-Solutions/eos-icons-landing/issues/130
https://github.com/EOS-uiux-Solutions/eos-icons-landing/issues/47
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1G4sTZY8fedcR5mYJAO3EkuCkvcI3LgRsRuwSqgyLT2s/edit?usp=sharing
https://community.moja.global/
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Detailed Description
There are a few problems that I see currently with scaling User Story to a wider audience
with cloud platforms:-

1. UI bugs with respect to both web and mobile web view (being solved with GSOC
project idea - 1)

2. Missing community element. Currently most of the developers come during the
GSOC or some other mentorship period, we need to create an ecosystem where
we have year round developments so that we can solve help / feature requests
quickly in future with a wider audience (being solved with this project).

3. A one-stop-shop (website) for all the documentation, use cases, information about
EOS service / initiatives (being solved with this project).

One very good thing is that we already have the infrastructure to scale i.e. User Story
is already dockerised, making it very easy to deploy those containers on any platform. With
that being said this is the best time to take on all these ad-hoc tasks and make a finished
product for people to use.

Part 1 - Landing Page for User Story
The website will be built using a modern SSG (static site generator), I’ve personally used,
built and loved Docusaurus (can change if mentors want an alternative) with React and
Tailwind CSS and Sketch / Figma for prototyping.

On doing user research on a pool of  ~100 first time users, the following pain points
were pointed out :-

1. What does the website do? (People couldn’t understand what the actual product is.)
2. Can I use it privately? (People who did understand were confused wheter they can

share stories with a select group of people or not for privacy purposes).
3. What more can be done with stories? (Some people understood the product

partially and couldn’t gauge what to do after posting a story.)

Learnings from the user research is graphically illustrated below :-

https://docusaurus.io/
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To solve these pain points. The website will have 3 sections in it’s first release which are :-

1. A homepage with User Story’s features such as :-
a. Create stories
b. Get feedback
c. Have an open and asynchronous discussion
d. Quickly solve problems

2. A use cases section where we can show how we’ve used User Story for EOS Icons
and User Story itself. This will give people an idea about how to use it for their own
projects.

3. A documentation section where people can get to know about how to run their
own instance of User Story for internal usage.

Part 2 - Writing Documentation and Building a Community
The first and foremost problem to solve in this part is to ofcourse help people deploy an
instance of User Story for their own use. As part of my proposal I’ll write documentation
for Amazon Web Services, Heroku and Google Cloud Platform. An initial draft of
deploying with AWS is below :-
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Markdown file for the same with commenting enabled can be found here.

The second part I want to focus on is building a community so that we have major
year-round developments in our projects and not just during open source events. I have
the following points in mind, but would love to hear from the mentors as well :-

1. Applying for Vercel open source grant. I have personally led the charge for this at
moja global. This helps in getting a full fledged deployment ecosystem for our
projects from a technical standpoint and also gives our project some professional
backing which attracts a lot of new contributors. During my time at moja global we
saw our contributors rise by 400% after this!

2. Making EOS community participate in other open source events as well such as
Outreachy, She Codes Africa, etc.

3. Having fortknightly catchup calls with our contributors to discuss our goals,
future plans, helping new contributors, etc. This will foster a sense of belonging to
the community and a impart some mentorship as well.

4. If we reach a big scale of community, we can have separate working groups for
design, development, documentation, etc.

Milestones

I. Week 1 - Project Setup
1. Initialising the project repository with Docusaurus, Tailwind CSS, Pre commit

hooks like Husky, ES Lint, etc.
2. Discussing and improving design prototypes with mentors for the landing

page.
3. Bonding with the community.

II. Week 2 - Landing Page Phase 1
1. Finalising a high fidelity design for the landing page.
2. Creating the mobile web version for it.

III. Week 3 - Landing Page Phase 2
1. Creating the web and tablet version for the landing page.
2. Start working on prototypes for the documentation page.

IV. Week 4 - Documentation Phase 1
1. Finalising a high fidelity design for the documentation page.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16x-ZH-Tusqqc5Bzub_KOleTiKTKr_w3a/view?usp=sharing
https://vercel.com/support/articles/can-vercel-sponsor-my-open-source-project
https://community.moja.global/
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2. Finalising a draft for deploying User Story with AWS.
3. Converting documentation to JSX and adding it to the website.

V. Week 5 - Documentation Phase 2
1. Adding the leftover documentation for AWS on the website.
2. Finishing a draft for deploying User Sotry on Heroku.
3. Begin the groundwork for applying to Vercel open source grant.

VI. Week 6 - Documentation Phase 3
1. Converting documentation to JSX and adding it to the website.
2. Finalise and hopefully receive the Vercel open source grant.

VII. Week 7 - Documentation Phase 4
1. Finishing a draft for deploying User Story on Google Cloud Platform.
2. Converting documentation to JSX and adding it to the website.

VIII. Week 8 - Website Improvements - Phase 1
1. Setting up a google analytics account and adding it to the website.
2. Discussing metrics to track with mentors.
3. Creating a dashboard on google analytics with the above discussed metrics.

IX. Week 9 - Website Improvements - Phase 2
1. Adding GIthub Actions for continuous deployments, lint checks and bundle

size check (for performance analytics).

X. Week 10 - Website Deployment
1. Setting up deployment on Vercel.
2. Creating a deployment pipeline and integrating a domain.
3. Public release of the website on our Slack!

XI. Week 11 - Community Development
1. Adding a community section to the website and creating Github issues for all

the tasks that are needed to be done in that.
2. Helping EOS contributors with those issues.
3. Setup our first fortnightly meet.

XII. Week 12 - Final Week
1. Finishing up any issues if unclaimed by contributors.
2. Find ways to make EOS even more awesome!
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Past Experiences
I have previously worked with Facebook open source on Docusaurus. Wherein I created
an open graph image as a service, a build size bot and a Lighthouse CI Github action. I have
worked with Mozilla on their Front-end Addons website where I created a major UI
update. I have also worked with Mediawiki on their VideoCutTool’s Front-End, Back-End
and service worker where I dockerized the tool and also added features like dynamic i18n
support and also did some major refactor to the codebase.

I’m also a core contributor at moja global and a maintainer for their community website

Other Commitments
I work as a frontend engineer at FrontRow which takes ~30hrs/week. Apart from this all my
time will go to the GSoC project.

https://github.com/sarthakkundra/og-image/tree/D2
https://github.com/facebook/docusaurus/pull/3761
https://github.com/mozilla/addons-frontend/pull/10237
https://github.com/mozilla/addons-frontend/pull/10237
https://phabricator.wikimedia.org/rLTVTb7c148026102e88fd6aa4b21da8a5fd57b01d0ec
https://phabricator.wikimedia.org/rLTVTef4e0010c0f0167101b51ce1d3d36f020a65ecaf
https://phabricator.wikimedia.org/rLTVTef4e0010c0f0167101b51ce1d3d36f020a65ecaf
https://phabricator.wikimedia.org/rLTVT5f87ae0f4a9ca52a3b91033c5127ca5298e1a294
https://github.com/moja-global/community-website

